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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Quick response, David
gave me a better description of the car over the phone. Checking it out in person he assessment
proved to be accurate. I felt no pressure in the buying process. I'd certainly wouldn't be afraid to
work with him again. They responded quickly. Worked with my schedule amazingly! Seemed
very trustworthy and very friendly! Easy to do business with! Car was everything they
advertised. Otherwise, if you're interested in meeting with the dealership, they are friendly. Very
disappointed. I contacted the dealer and had a quick initial response. After several calls, texts,
and emails regarding price, 3 weeks later responded with an outrageous price. They're asking
double the retail value of the car. Know the vechile you're looking for and best of luck. I called
and spoke to a sale person, very informative about my inquiry on a vehicle. Very very helpful
and accommodating in answering all questions and very good on knowledge of vehicle KEN A.
At Adcox, I appreciated all of their patience and candor. We got to business and we were done
in about an hour. Gerald gave me a deal that was really difficult to refuse. The car was better
than a dealership, immaculate. All I can say is that I hope that I can do my next purchase at
Adcox. For the first time in many years I felt comfortable with no regrets. Thank you Gerald.
Exactly what we look for buying a vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. With such low miles it was like it was a brand new car. Previous owner
maintained very well. A that had been driven less than miles average per year. The Camaro SS
drives great but is claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the LT2 six cyl. The LT 2 and the ss are
both very cheaply designed and appointed , thank God they made great strides forward on the
and up. Other than the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad they are stopping production in
Probably to be repla Read more. This car is a great value in terms of value per dollar. I will admit
there is one or two feature I would have like to had, but they were not deal breakers.
Enthusiastically happy LT1 owner. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet Camaro in Chicago IL 1
listing. Chevrolet Camaro in Philadelphia PA 1 listing. Set an alert to be notified of new listings.
Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Auction Vehicle. Used
at Indy with its original window decal this Camaro Z28 pace car. This car is re Gateway Classic
Cars of Ft. This well pe Private Seller. Less than k miles. Driven sparingly for the past 10 years.
Original pain Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Camaro 2SS Berger
Edition is oneof 25 vehicles produced for the model year and powered by ahorsepower
supercharged 6. The exterior is finished in Synergy Green Metallic with black-painted racing
stripes over a black leather interior. The equipment includes a stainless cat-back exhaust
system, a performance suspension, custom 20" wheels, and a Hurst shifter. The car was
originally sold in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and resided primarily in the same area since new.
Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars.
Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal.
Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x.
This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars.
The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The
Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant

Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Chevrolet Camaro has a
long rich history of providing performance for the the masses. And like any performance car
that has seen many years of duty, there are some good years and some not so good years. It
was a year its top model â€” the Z28 easy trounced its arch rival the Mustang GT. The
performance gap was so wide between the two for that even Mustang fans had to admit defeat.
It had taken 22 years but the Camaro Z28 was back to its original muscle car era power ratings.
However this was better than it sounded since technology also gave the Z28 a tremendous
advantage over its muscle car predecessors such as a stiffer and more refined chassis, far
superior aerodynamics, and transmission improvements. The third generation Camaro saw
eleven model years so by Camaro fans were elated to have an all-new Camaro to replace the
third generation which had become long in the tooth by lates. The exterior design was an
unexpected evolution of the previous generation. The front had quad rectangular headlamps
unlike most cars of the day which had flush headlamps. However the rest of the car took on a
wild spaceship like design. The curves and angles were very futuristic â€” it was a trend that
GM was going a little overboard with at the time â€” the GM APV vans were the extreme limits of
this trend. However the general design and proportions still allowed the Camaro Z28 to look like
the muscle car it was. One positive advancement was the removal of all the spoilers and air
dams of the previous Z28 which gave the Z28 a clean streamlined design. Even the rear spoiler
was so integrated into the general body design most hardly picked up on the presence of a
spoiler. The boxiness of the previous Z28 was also gone. The new car had a wedge shape, the
hood appeared so much lower than the previous Z Overall the car had a wide and very low look.
However the feature that really stood out with the new Z28 and the new base Camaro was its
radical front windshield which was by far the largest windshield ever to see service on a
Camaro â€” so big in fact it almost took a whole bottle of windex to wash it. However the
windshield was so steeply raked â€” which today is more commonplace however back in it was
generally only seen on non-production concept cars, that it took the driver a little bit of time to
get used to, especially since it was accompanied by large side pillars between it and the side
windows that created large blind spots. Many Camaro buyers approved of the styling at the
time, however it did have its detractors who claimed the new Camaro looked like a Geo Storm
on steroids. However the styling had an unintended side affect â€” it appealed to mostly male
buyers which by the s was a marketing "no no". When the new Mustang was released women
buyers flocked to the Mustang which appealed to both men and women. GM would eventually
pull the plug on the Camaro at the end of the model year. GM did learn its lesson and when it
finally released a new Camaro for , it appealed to both men and women. The radical styling of
the fourth generation Camaro was nowhere to be found on the semi-retro to current Camaro
which now outsells the Mustang. As previously mentioned the introduction of the Camaro was
the first year in about 20 years a true muscle car engine was found under the hood. It battled
well against the lighter 5. No manual transmission option was available with the small-block L98
5. Even with the L98 5. Camaro buyers would have probably been satisfied with the L98 being
carried over to the Camaro Z28 if a manual transmission was added to the fold. However
Chevrolet had a much better idea â€” it instead opted for using its new hot performance LT1 5.
However that was only part of the story. However GM engine engineers had incorporated new
improvements and advancements with the LT1 â€” the biggest of which was reverse-flow
cooling. Reverse-flow cooling passed the coolant through the engine in what was considered at
the the time a backwards flow pattern however it was a stroke of genius in that the cylinder
heads were cooled first before the rest of the engine allowing the heads to run at a cooler
operating temperatures. Indeed the high compression V8 from the original muscle car era was
back however with an added advantage â€” unlike the high compression performance V8s of
the original muscle car era that required around octane fuel, the LT1 because of its
sophisticated computer ran without any detonation or loss of power on 93 octane unleaded fuel
which was used for much lower compression between 9. In fact because of the lower head
temperature the LT1 also was able to used increased spark advance for more performance.
Another part, was the Corvette had a true dual exhaust system and the Z28 was saddled with
pseudo dual system â€” a single pipe from the catalytic converter that eventually split after the

big single muffler to two pipes before exiting out the rear through two separate decorative
rectangular exhaust tips. This exhaust system was performance tuned so it did have a pleasant
deep tone Z28 buyers had become accustomed to, along with being fairly free-flow considering
it went through one catalytic converter and muffler. V8 that by comparison produced a paltry
horsepower and lb-ft of torque. On the performance front, Ford was in big trouble for Not since
had Ford had such a performance deficit with its performance Mustang when compared to the Z
Fortunately Ford kicked into action quick and had its newly formed Special Vehicle Team SVT
create a low-production Mustang Cobra which had engine performance and suspension tweaks
in order to compete with the Z How the tables had turned, back in the s it was Ford with the 5.
Motor Trend magazine February pitted the Z28 against the Cobra â€” the Z28 did the mph hustle
in 5. The Cobra was by far the fastest production Fox body Mustang ever produced, and even
when you consider that the SVT modified 5. So no longer would a Z28 buyer have to sacrifice
performance when opting for the automatic transmission. No longer would a driver have to
fiddle with manually shifting the auto transmission to get the best performance times â€” in fact
if a driver did, it yielded slower performance times. There was also another factor that helped to
boast the popularity of the automatic transmission option â€” the annoying "skip shift" feature
of the 6-speed manual. GM had to jump through hoops with the Z28 in to meet the CAFE
standards â€” the punishment for falling short was a hefty gas guzzler tax. Only problem was
when driving around town it soon became an annoyance to shift directly from 1st to 4th
especially if you suddenly needed to accelerate quickly and were stuck in 4th gear at a low
speed with low rpms. Most Z28 drivers discovered quickly that 2nd gear would unlock if they let
1st gear hit higher rpms before shifting â€” the net effect was most drivers just revved first gear
over 3, rpm and then shifted into 2nd gear which ended up burning up much more gas than if
there was no "skip shift" in the first place. It was CAFE foolishness at its finest. Smart Z28
owners figured out quickly that the "skip shift" was solenoid operated and unplugging the
solenoid wire which connected to the transmission deactivated the skip shift a process that
took all of about 3 minutes to perform. However many Z28 owners soon discovered the solenoid
wire would be reconnected when they would drop off their Z28s for servicing at a Chevrolet
dealership. By the third generation the Z28 and Iroc-Z models were known as phenomenal
handling cars unfortunately the reputation came at the high cost of a very harsh ride. In fact
when first driving a Z28 after driving one of its third generation predecessors a driver was
almost fooled into thinking he was driving a soft riding Cadillac, that was until one tight turn of
the precise steering wheel made a driver realize this car could tackle the tight turns like an oval
track race car. Motor Trend February obtained a. These tires were "Z" rated which safely
allowed speeds up to mph â€” a speed that the Z28 could now easily obtain due its superior
aerodynamics, good gearing, and powerful engine. The GS-Cs also had the added benefit of
being made of a softer rubber compound than most performance tires so the tires had a nice
soft ride quality. Fortunately the tires could be rotated since the same size tires and wheels
were found on all four corners of the Z28 which helped to extend their life. And when it came to
braking, the Z28 which came standard with anti-lock 4-wheel disc brakes, as tested by Motor
Trend stopped from mph in an earth shattering feet â€” a figure which 20 years later is still top
of its class. Another little surprise was discovered by the "do it yourself" Z28 owners â€” the
torturous job of changing the spark plugs. With the V8 powered third generation Camaros the
same job was not easy but was doable with patience and fortitude, the same job with the Z28
had even the most patient cussing like a drunk sailor. At least four spark plugs had to be
removed and replaced from underneath the car. And the wild steeply raked windshield also
made for some real fun when pulling the engine out of the engine bay â€” no longer could an
engine be lifted out of the engine bay in the traditional manner, it had to be dropped out through
the bottom of the car after the suspension was removed. The seating position was a carryover
from the third generation â€” it was very low. As previously mentioned the steeply raked
windshield was very large and took some getting used to. The Camaro has never been an easy
car to see out the side and rear windows and the was no exception to this rule. As long as driver
was familiar with the blind spots and used the side mirrors the blind spots were easily
surmountable â€” after spending some time behind the wheel of a Z28 most drivers discover
real quick that the outside side mirrors are their best friends. Camaro interiors had always been
a little pedestrian and bare in first, second, and third generation models and was no exception
to this general rule. However these seats were comfortable and offered good lateral and lumbar
support. Fortunately a leather seating option did reappear again for The simple truth was, if
buyers wanted a more plush and luxurious interior, the newly redesigned Trans Am was the
performance F-body for them. Same co
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uld be said about outside road noise, it was kept to a minimum with the Z28 isolating
passengers from most exterior noises. Perhaps its ultra modern styling helps to fool the mind
with respect to nostalgia. During the s who would have ever thought the high performance high
compression Chevrolet small-block V8 would have returned? With the release of the Z28 great
things happened. It was a time when most Ford Mustang owners sheepishly admitted the Z28
was the performance king of this time period. Most have forgotten just how well the Camaro Z28
performed. Fortunately for those looking for a future collectable muscle car, they are a
downright bargain today for the performance they offer â€” mostly due to being forgotten by
many including collectors. However give it another five or ten years and this will be an entirely
different story when most collectors lose their fourth generation Camaro Z28 amnesia and
values will rise faster than the federal budget deficit. Pete Dunton. Muscle Cars.

